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March 31, 2014 

Is Wharncliffe Road In London Truly the 7th Worst Road in Ontario? 

The publicity has been everywhere, if you are a resident of Ontario. The Canadian 

Automobile Association’s (CAA) “Worst Roads Campaign” of 2013 picked Wharncliffe 

Road South in London as the 7th worst road in Ontario. One would think, after all the 

publicity and hoopla, that there was some meaning to the Campaign’s claim. 

Gorski Consulting set out to evaluate whether there is some validity to the CAA 

Campaign’s claim regarding Wharncliffe Road. Readers may recall that we have been 

involved in a study that differentiates between roads via field testing with an 

instrumented test vehicle. The results of our testing can be found on the “Road Data” 

webpage of this site. 

So now is the opportunity to evaluate the CAA’s claim. Today, March 31, 2014 we took 

our instrumented test vehicle onto Wharncliffe Road and we travelled southbound and 

northbound along its total length, while obtaining sensor data from the accelerometer 

and gyro of a smart phone. We are assembling that data and hope to have the results 

posted in a week or two. So stay tuned. 

March 29, 2014 

Creation of Braking & Acceleration Tire Marks on a Gravel Shoulder to 

Replicate Marks Caused by An Unknown Vehicle 

At Gorski Consulting we continue to focus on the characteristics of tire marks on gravel 

shoulders as a way of coming to a more objective understanding of the pre-crash tire 

marks that often exist at the sites of serious-injury and fatal, loss-of-control collisions. 

While it is likely that over 50% of fatal collisions in North America include an instance 



where a vehicle enters into a state of loss-of-control, there is essentially no training 

available to an analyst who might want to obtain a better understanding of the physical 

evidence of tire marks on a gravel shoulder that precedes a collision. The work at Gorski 

Consulting appears to be the only publicly-available research that discusses this 

important evidence. 

In our latest article that has been uploaded to the Articles webpage of this site, we 

discuss another set of tire that was found on a typical gravel shoulder and our testing 

attempted to reproduce those marks. Photos taken of the original tire marks and those 

created from our test vehicle are reviewed and discussed. We encourage readers to 

examine this document and send us your comments and suggestions via the Contact 

page of this website. 

March 28, 2014 

“Good & Bad” Roads Video Uploaded To Explain Use of Smart Phone Data 

as an Accident Reconstruction Tool  

We have uploaded a new video to our YouTube account entitled “Assessing Good & Bad 

Roads With Smart Phone Data” and it appears at this location: 

http://youtu.be/xjFfwiGLDig 

The video discusses the procedures we use to document the motion of our test vehicle 

while driving over various roadways in London, Ontario and highways in its vicinity. 

March 27, 2014 

Small Details Emerging of Collision Involving Three Emergency Vehicles on 

Highway 402 

Despite a lack of any information from police, the London Free Press has divulged some 

facts regarding the collision events of the evening of Tuesday, March 25th, 2014 in 

which three emergency vehicles were involved. 

http://youtu.be/xjFfwiGLDig


Police are the only ones with the ability to examine the full evidence as they close a 

roadway and prevent any other agency from examining it. Therefore much reliance is 

placed on them to provide a full and accurate explanation of how or why a collision 

occurred. Therefore it was obvious when news media indicated that the multi-vehicle 

collision occurred that the wording, or lack of it, gave the appearance that the vehicles 

were stopped at the scene of a previous collision when they were struck, possibly by 

distracted or inattentive drivers. But that does not appear to be the case. 

A London Free Press (LFP) article indicated “…one of the truckers involved in the crash 

said she was hit from behind by one of the fire trucks after it lost control”. The witness 

trucker reportedly stated “The fire trucks were driving way too fast for the conditions”. 

Fire Chief Mike Vasey was quoted as saying “The road was a complete sheet of ice”. He 

also reportedly indicated that “the rescue truck was carrying five firefighters and the 

damage could have been more severe if the tanker hadn’t been behind, acting as a 

“blocker”. 

In light of the witness trucker’s information the statement of Chief Vasey is confusing. 

The importance of the “blocker” truck is in preventing rear-end impacts to the 

emergency vehicles. So it would imply that Chief Vasey was stating that the collision 

occurred when the emergency vehicles were struck from behind. But that is 

contradictory to the witness truck driver’s information who stated her truck was rear-

ended by the on-coming emergency vehicles. 

Although the LFP article indicated that an “…OPP police cruiser was struck while 

diverting traffic off the highway..”, in light of the confusing information, it is difficult to 

conclude that what actually occurred matches that phrase. 

A CTV News London video reported that there has been a dramatic increase in the 

number of OPP cruiser collisions since the start of January 2014. Thirty-seven collisions 

have been reported so far this year compared to only 12 last year. The video goes on to 

interview Sergeant Dave Rector of the OPP who blamed drivers who “…are driving in 

conditions that they are not experienced in, not comfortable driving in, and they should 

have no business driving in…”. 



Given that the OPP are investigating their own collisions and close an accident site from 

evaluation by anyone but themselves there is an obvious conflict of interest. While there 

are likely to be incidents of driver error that is coming from private citizens the tone of 

the conversation becomes suspect when police place the blame for the increase in police 

collisions solely on private citizens and none upon themselves. Some of the sites of 

collisions involving OPP police cruisers we have examined recently indicates that many 

OPP cruisers are travelling much too quickly and this is often one of the primary causes 

of a crash. The CTV video selected a few examples where OPP cruisers were rear-ended 

but that does not provide a full explanation of the circumstances of the full complement 

of 37 collisions. 

The Highway 402 multiple-vehicle collision is another example where the true facts of 

how emergency vehicles became involved a collision is, at a minimum, confusing. 

March 26, 2014 

Lack of Information Reaches New Heights Regarding Multiple Vehicle 

Collision Involving Police and Fire Rescue Vehicles on Highway 402 

The fact that a multi-vehicle collision could occur involving a police cruiser and fire 

rescue vehicles, and injuries to several rescue personnel is puzzling. The fact that this 

incident has not been reported in any form of factual detail is even more puzzling.  

The collision reportedly occurred yesterday evening, March 25th, 2014, in the 

westbound lanes of Highway 402 between Oil Heritage Road and Mandaumin Road, 

east of Sarnia, Ontario. 

Presumably, by the time police and rescue personnel are called to an incident the 

collision events should already have been completed. So how did the emergency 

personnel become part of the collision events? 

We only get a few flakes of fact, that the roadway was apparently icy, though no one has 

said whether this was something that should have been expected or whether this was a 

problem with respect to the maintenance personnel not treating the site. 

 



March 24, 2014 

Addition of New Road Data For Oxford County Demonstrates Difference At 

Middlesex County Border 

Gorski Consulting continues its uploading of road condition data with the addition of 

new data from Oxford County on the “Road Data” webpage of this website. 

It is interesting what a difference a border makes. While travelling eastbound on Plover 

Mills Road in Middlesex County, toward Oxford County, our test vehicle experienced 

minor lateral and longitudinal motion as demonstrated by the “green” values in the 

range between 0.0100 and 0.0200 radians per second. However, immediately after 

crossing the Oxford County border the motion readings jumped into the range of 0.03oo 

0.0400 radians per second. These values do not qualify to bring them in the red zone 

above 0.0500) but they are a sharp contrast to what was achieved in Middlesex County. 

During the testing the video cameras captured the test driver’s comments that the road 

had suddenly become more “bumpy” as the vehicle was being bounced around when 

crossing into Oxford County. Yet from a visual perspective, a typical driver would 

recognize very little difference between the road surfaces from simply looking at a set of 

photos. 

For example, the photo below is a frame taken from the video camera mounted at the 

centre of the windshield of the test vehicle as it approached the Oxford County border. 



 

View, looking eastward, of the condition of the surface of Plover Mills Road in 
Middlesex County on approach to the Oxford County border. 

The photo below is taken as the test vehicle approaches the intersection at Cobble Hills 

Road and into Oxford County. 

 

View, looking eastward, as the test vehicle begins to enter the intersection at Cobble 
Hills Road and into Oxford County. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/1-EB-Plover-Mills-Rd-Approaching-Cobble-Hills-Rd-at-Oxf-Cty-Border.jpg
http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/2-EB-Plover-Mills-Rd-At-Intersection-With-Cobble-Hills-Rd-at-Oxf-Cty-Border.jpg


And the photo below shows the road condition just past the Cobble Hills intersection as 

the test vehicle has just entered into Oxford County where Plover Mills Road is renamed 

to Oxford County Road 92.  

 

View, looking eastward, after just crossing the intersection of Cobble Hills Road and into 
Oxford County. 

Finally, the photo below shows another view about 100 metres further east from the 

Cobble Hills Road intersection. 

 

View, looking eastward, from about 100 metres east of the intersection with Cobble Hills 
Road, where Plover Mills Road (in Middlesex County) is re-named Oxford County Road 

92. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/3-EB-Plover-Mills-Rd-Just-E-of-Intersection-With-Cobble-Hills-Rd.jpg
http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/4-EB-Plover-Mills-Rd-Approx-100-M-E-of-Intersection-With-Cobble-Hills-Rd.jpg


Looking at all the previous four photos, a typical driver would not be able to distinguish 

between the condition of the road, whether in Middlesex County or in Oxford County, 

from simply looking at the road surface. However, once a vehicle enters onto the 

rougher road in Oxford County, the driver would perceive the obvious increase in the 

motion of the vehicle. 

Once again, this confirms the reliability of the collected data in demonstrating the 

difference in the characteristics of the roads where testing has been performed. 

March 21, 2014 

Wellington Road Data Added To “Road Data” From March 12, 2014 Testing 

Gorski Consulting is continuing to add road segments to the “Road Data” database on 

this website. We have completed adding all the data for our northbound testing on 

Wellington Road from Ron McNeil Line to Dundas Street in downtown London. 

The most notable result is that the portion of Wellington Road at its S-Curve just south 

of Grand Ave was found to contain high levels of unevenness as our test vehicle was 

bounced up/down and sideways to a high degree. This was the only segment of 

Wellington Road to receive the “Red” warning values above 0.0500 radians per second 

of pitch/pole or fore/aft longitudinal motion. It was noted by the test driver that the 

unevenness in the surface was visible and that the vehicle was being bounced around as 

it travelled through the area. 

The highest values of longitudinal motion occurred commencing northbound from 

Chester Street as shown in the photo below. This is the start of the 30 second recording 

for that road segment shown in the Road Data webpage under the “City of London” 

category. 



 

Northbound view along Wellington Road commencing from the start of recording at 
Chester Street. 

The photo below shows the scenario 15 seconds later, or halfway through the recording 

of road values for that road segment. 

 

View, looking north along Wellington Road, from 15 seconds past the commencement of 
road data recording which began at Chester Street. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/NB-Wellington-At-Chester-St.jpg
http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/NB-Wellington-At-15-Seconds-Past-Chester-St.jpg


One might observe that the road surface is mostly covered in snow and the conclusion 

might be drawn that it was the snow cover that caused these high readings. From our 

analysis we believe that snow cover is a factor that can increase the extent of vehicle 

motion, however, in this case, the test vehicle had been travelling northbound along 

Wellington Road for a number of kilometers and one can note in the motion data that 

there was relatively little motion of the vehicle, even though similar snow cover was 

experienced. Thus, it is our conclusion that the excessive vehicle motion is primarily due 

to the condition of the road surface in this segment of Wellington Road. 

The poor road surface conditions were also experienced at the next segment of 

Wellington Road, commencing at Beverley Street, which takes the test vehicle through 

the S-curve toward Grand Avenue. The photo below shows the road conditions at the 

start of that recording, at the sharp left curve that exists at Beverley Street. 

 

View, looking north along Wellington Road, from the commencement of the sharp left 
curve at the interaction with Beverley Street. 

And the photo below shows the road conditions halfway through the recording at 15 

seconds past Beverley Street. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/NB-Wellington-At-Beverley-St.jpg


 

View, looking north along Wellington Road, halfway through the recording of road data 
which commenced from Beverley Street. 

 

As an example, the chart below shows the type of data that has been recorded, in this 

instance, for 30 seconds commencing from Chester Street, showing the extent of lateral 

and longitudinal motion of the test vehicle. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/NB-Wellington-At-15-Seconds-Past-Beverley-St.jpg


 

Recorded road data commencing from Chester Street showing the lateral (Blue) and 
longitudinal (Red) motion of the test vehicle over a period of 30 seconds. 

 

It is charts like these from which a “standard deviation” is taken and reported in the 

Road Data database shown in the webpage of the same name on this website. 

Other data has also been recorded which has not been shown, such as the angle of the 

test vehicle in its three dimensions, and the tri-axial accelerations experienced by the 

vehicle. As usual, our multiple video cameras documented the usual conditions on the 

exterior and interior of the vehicle during the testing. 

The Road Data page will continue to be upgraded as data from new testing is analysed. 

We encourage any readers who have specific questions or needs to contact us via the 

Contact Page of this website. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/Chart-Wellington-Rd-Commencing-From-Chester-St.jpg


March 20, 2014 

First Day of Spring Was Treacherous North of London, Ontario 

It was understood that, with the most extreme winter in the last 30 years, residents of 

South-Western Ontario would receive a pleasant and warm spring. If the first day of 

spring is any indication we can expect more winter conditions for the foreseeable future. 

The particular danger was that most of the snow had melted on the roads in the City of 

London and along many highways in its vicinity. However, a fresh 5 centimetres of snow 

came down in the night and early morning of March 20th, accompanied by a strong 

westerly wind. The wind was the true culprit as it took that fresh snow and blew it, in 

unpredictable ways, onto north/south highways. This made it very unpredictable for 

drivers. 

The photo below is a typical example of many isolated snow drifts that were contrasted 

against the otherwise bare and wet road. 

 

View, looking north along Highbury Avenue north of London, showing an isolated snow 
drift that made a sharp contrast between the bare and wet road. Such sharp changes in 

road surface conditions made the road dangerous. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/122.jpg


Drivers travelling along the bare and wet road would attain speeds above the speed 

limit, as is common, only to suddenly encounter an isolated snow drift with a much 

reduced ability to maintain the vehicle in a stable condition. Wider, higher-volume 

highways like Highbury Ave were safer than other north/south roads of a lower traffic 

volume where the road was often narrower and forced drivers to travel out of the normal 

path on the road when meeting opposing traffic. 

As an example, Adelaide Street runs parallel to Highbury and contains a lower traffic 

volume. The photo below shows a view of Adelaide just south of its intersection with 

Highway 7. 

 

View, looking south on Adelaide Street from just south of its intersection with Highway 
7, north of London, Ontario. Although the road surface looks free of snow that appears 

likely due to the very large snow banks on the west side of the road. 

One can note that the very large snow banks on the west side of Adelaide have protected 

the road surface from the blowing snow at this particular location. However one can 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/481.jpg


note the poor condition of the tar and chip surface and its narrower width than that of 

the higher-volume road of Highbury Ave. 

The drifting snow problem is accentuated on Adelaide, not only because of its “bumpy” 

surface but also because of how opposing vehicles must veer off their normal paths 

when approaching each other. The photo below shows an example where a northbound 

vehicle in the background is approaching a snow drift while also preparing to pass by 

the southbound vehicle from which the photo was taken. Normally, when there is no 

opposing traffic the approaching vehicle would follow the wheel paths made by previous 

vehicles. Some of those paths are visible in the photo. 

 

Note that, when no opposing traffic exists vehicles tend to travel along the wheel tracks 
in the middle of the road and this helps to pass safely through snow drifts because the 

snow is beaten down in those wheel paths. 

The photo below shows that, as the northbound vehicle approaching its driver veers off 

the normal wheel path and into the deeper virgin snow of the snow drift. If one looks 

closely at the vehicle’s wheels the snow can be seen being thrown to the side and this is 

an indication that the driver is more likely to loss directional control of the vehicle. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/561.jpg


 

As the vehicle veers off the wheel path of other vehicles its tires enter into the virgin 
snow of the snow drift and the snow is seen being disbursed as the vehicle gains a higher 

probability of loss-of-control. 

These are just some of the problems experienced by motorists on this fine first day of 

spring. 

March 19, 2014 

Gorski Consulting “Road Data” Webpage Receives Additional Data From 

Testing on Elgin County Roads 

The Gorski Consulting “Road Data” database is growing as data from testing on a few 

Elgin County Roads have now been added. We are also proceeding with uploading of 

data from testing on Wellington Road South which should be uploaded by the end of the 

day of March 19th, 2014. 

 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/571.jpg


March 18, 2014 

Ontario’s New “Dumb and Dumber” Bicycling Safety Legislation 

It is clear that nothing can stop dumb legislation from being dumb. This appears to be 

the case as new legislation has been introduced requiring a “metre-wide berth between 

vehicles and bicycles”. This is the dramatic safety measure that will force drivers to keep 

away from cycles and make cyclists safe. Having reconstructed a large number of 

collisions on this issue we can only shake our head without further comment. 

March 17, 2014 

Little Wonder Why Collisions Occur With Turning Road Graders 

Why would someone pass a road grader when that vehicle makes a left turn? Well, we 

have an example below how confusion can occur with respect to the turn signal. 

The photo below shows an eastbound road grader travelling on John Wise Line south of 

St Thomas, Ontario. Everything would seem OK except that it has a flashing amber light 

at the bottom left, similar to a left turn signal. 

 

Eastbound road grader with a continuously flashing amber tail-light at the bottom left of 
its rear end. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/1-14.jpg


Sure enough an eastbound passenger car approached from the rear and passed the road 

grader as shown in the next two photos. 

 

View of road grader being passed. 

 

View of passenger car completing its passing motion of the road grader. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/2-13.jpg
http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/4-12.jpg


So why was this flashing light activated? Sure enough the road grader made a left turn a 

kilometer or two later. A disaster was closely avoided but we should not wonder why 

some of these collisions occur when the signals provided by vehicles are this confusing. 

Questions About Questionable “User-Based Car Insurance” 

Co-operators Insurance is reportedly launching a new insurance product called “User-

Based Insurance” which determines the insured’s premium by studying his/her driving 

habits. This is a copy of the program previously provided by Desjardins Insurance that 

was launched in May of 2003. 

The manner in which the spying upon a driver’s habits is achieved is not spelt out in 

detail but the general description is that a device is attached to the Diagnostic Link 

Connector (DLC) of the insured automobile and this enables the vehicle to be tracked 

wirelessly. It is not explained what electronic modules in the vehicle are scrutinized and 

what full range of data is retrieved. 

News media describe that only braking, acceleration and the speed of turns is 

documented. But it is not clear how this information can be scientifically matched to 

collision causation and thus the premium paid. For example, if the vehicle speed is not 

tracked then this suggests that the insurer believes that vehicle speed is not an 

important factor in determining collision causation. Such a belief would be unusual, yet, 

vehicle speed is not noted as one of the items that is tracked. 

Given the history of the public’s concern about Big Brother and being spied upon it is 

questionable whether the public will be truly accepting of this program. 

Many questions exist about this unusual program. 

March 16, 2014 

New “Road Data” Webpage Slowly Being Built  

If you “walk over to the construction fence” you will see that a new webpage is being 

built on this website entitled “Road Data”. It will house a database of test results of our 

field testing using an instrumented vehicle as described in a number of recent articles 



found on the Articles webpage. The database will contain data from testing up to March 

3, 2014. 

However we can indicate that we have already completed additional field testing and 

these data are already being assembled for addition to the database. The additional 

highways and streets that will be added to the database include Highbury Avenue South 

toward St Thomas, Ron McNeil Line, Wellington Road South, Wellington Road South 

through to Dundas Street in London, Dundas from Wellington to Highbury, Clarke 

Road North from Medway Road to Plover Mills Road, Plover Mills Road to Oxford 

County Road 6 and Oxford Road 119 south of Highway 7. 

So, stay tuned as the database grows… 

March 12, 2014 

City of London & Vicinity Hammered By Late-Winter Storm With 

Numerous Collisions 

 

View, looking southward on Winnipeg Street, south of Wavell Street in East London in 
the late morning of March 12, 2014 showing heavy snowfall beginning to accumulate on 

the road. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/139.jpg


A late-winter storm has struck South-Western Ontario this morning, March 12, 2014 

resulting in numerous accidents including a fatal collision on Perth Road 119 south of St. 

Marys involving a tractor-trailer and SUV. As of noon-time the snowfall has continued 

and increasing winds will make visibility and driving conditions even more difficult. 

In these difficult conditions many road signs are masked when blowing snow clings to 

them such as shown in the photo below. 

 

A rectangular sign such as the one posted on this utility pole is often a “Regulatory” sign 
which provides some mandatory stipulation (i.e. maximum speed) on a driver’s actions. 

When it becomes masked by snow then the repercussions might depend on the 
importance of the information. 

A rectangular Regulatory sign such as the one above often indicates a maximum speed 

and may be less of a danger than something like a Stop sign, as shown below which is 

starting to be hidden by snow. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/99.jpg


 

As a storm progresses even stop signs may become hidden by snow such as this one. 

 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/149.jpg


March 11, 2014 

Gorski Consulting Assembling “Road Condition Database” To Be Uploaded 

Onto Website In Near Future 

 

Have you wondered how your favourite, or most infamous, road stacks up to others in 
your area? Testing at Gorski Consulting will enable a comparison once a new “Road 

Condition Database” is set up as a new page on the Gorski Consulting website. 

The details are still to be decided, however Gorski Consulting is assembling a database 

of roadways that have been tested for their effect on the motion of the centre-of-gravity 

of a test vehicle. Some of this data has already been mentioned in several articles on the 

Articles webpage of this site. The decision now is to devote a specific webpage where 

visitors can select a specific roadway and examine how it ranks versus other roads in the 

City of London and Southern Ontario. More details will be released shortly. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/151.jpg


March 9, 2014 

Was Ralph Everett Ireland Also Inattentive in Kenora Cell Phone Crash? 

It is easy for police, and the general public, to observe the dash cam video and see a 

Manitoba driver apparently holding a cell phone to his ear as his pick-up truck and 

trailer pull out from a stop sign into the path of Ralph Everett’s vehicle just before the 

crash that occurred on Highway 17 near Kenora, Ontario, on March 1, 2014. 

The 36-year-old Manitoba driver was initially charged with “fail to yield the right of 

way”. However since Mr. Everett released his dash cam video on U-tube police are 

reportedly considering laying further charges related to his illegal use of the cell phone. 

But that is not the full story… 

We examined the dash cam time in the upper left of the video. Even though it only 

displays one-second increments, information about Mr. Everett’s actions suggest he was 

also inattentive and could have avoided the collision. 

The posted video is of insufficient quality to compare to the much clearer view that Mr. 

Everett would have had on the sunny day where there were no other distractions that 

should have competed with his attention. The photo below shows a frame from his video 

taken at time 11:44:51. At this time the pick-up truck is in motion and the video shows 

that the pick-up truck never stopped at the stop sign but simply rolled through it a low 

speed. 



 

Frame from Everett’s U-Tube video at time 11:44:51. The Pick-up truck is in motion and 
rolls through the stop sign. If Mr. Everett was attentive he should have detected the 

possibility that this pick-up truck might enter into his path. 

If Mr. Everett had been properly attentive in this atmosphere of low traffic volumes, he 

should have considered that drivers might not be expecting other traffic and therefore 

there might be a greater possibility that such a driver might pull out into Mr. Everett’s 

path. At a minimum he could have placed his foot over his brake and allowed his vehicle 

to coast toward the intersection. More likely he could have begun to apply light braking 

to reduce his speed. 

The photo below is a frame taken from Mr. Everett’s video at time 11:44:57, or about 6 

seconds after what is shown in the first frame above. Note that the impact has not taken 

place and therefore the elapsed time between the two frames was about 6.5 seconds.  

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/11-44-51-of-Video.jpg


 

Frame from Everett’s video at time 11:44:57. The collision has not yet occurred and, 
given the typical line of sight available above the hood edge, Mr. Everett’s vehicle is still 

at least 10 metres away from impact. 

If Mr. Everett’s initial speed was 10 km/h above the typical posted speed of a rural 

highway of 80 km/h, then his vehicle would be passing a distance of 25 metres every 

second. Given the quality of the road surface and the dry conditions it would not be 

unrealistic, if Mr. Everett applied maximum braking, for his vehicle to slow down at a 

rate of 28 km/h every second. Thus if he had applied maximum braking at the time 

shown in the first figure he would have brought his vehicle to a halt in (90/28) about 3.2 

seconds – well before reaching the intersection. 

But obviously that expectation would be unrealistic. No one should expect Mr. Everett to 

apply maximum braking at the view shown in the first photo above. However, how 

about two seconds later, at time 11:44:53, which is what is shown in the photo below? 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/11-44-57-of-Video-2.jpg


 

Frame from Everett video at time 11:44:53. 

It is likely that the pick-up truck in the above photo has passed the traffic stop bar and it 

has shown no indication of stopping. This time is about 3.5 seconds from impact. If Mr. 

Everett had been properly attentive and hovering his foot over the brake his reaction 

time could be very short, such as only 0.5 seconds. Those who suggest that research 

indicates much longer reaction times do not understand the difference between actions 

in response to totally unexpected events and those where a driver is primed that 

something dangerous might occur and therefore the driver’s reaction is very quick. 

Thus, if he decided to apply maximum braking Mr. Everett’s vehicle would likely come 

to a stop at the area impact.  

So, was Mr. Everett totally not at fault for this event? He reportedly applied his brakes 

before the impact and he believed there was nothing that he could have done to prevent 

the collision. There could be special circumstances in his case that are not reported and 

therefore further information would need to be considered. The 2006 Chevrolet 

Duramax Pick-up truck that he was driving contains an event data recorder (“Black 

Box”) that should contain data about the timing of his braking application up to 8 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/11-44-53-of-Video.jpg


seconds before impact. So rather than speculate, will that information be released? Very 

unlikely. 

This is the context in which civil litigation cases are analysed. Rarely is one driver fully 

at fault for a collision and rarely can the cause of a collision be attributed to a single 

cause, such as the use of cell phone.  

March 8, 2014 

Karron Derbyshire Killed In Highway 400 Crash – Who Was Responsible? 

Not surprisingly, police and official news media have been quick to focus the public’s 

attention on driver error as the reason why Karron Derbyshire was killed in a collision 

on Highway 400 south of Barrie, Ontario on Friday morning, March 7th, 2014. The 

reported factual circumstances were that the driver of a southbound tractor-trailer lost 

control while attempting to slow for vehicles ahead and rear-ended a “cube truck”. The 

cube truck then travelled through the “centre steel guardrail in to the northbound lanes 

– where it collided with a Honda Civic and minivan”. 

The news media discussions with investigating police were focused on the “criminal 

negligence causing bodily harm” of the truck driver and whether that would be upgraded 

to “criminal negligence causing death”. This discussion took place even though the 

collision occurred only a few hours before the news articles were posted. Data from the 

event data recorders of the involved vehicles was still not downloaded as this required a 

search warrant that would have to be approved by an Ontario court. 

It was curious to note how the news media focused on the diligence of the various 

official entities at the site to ensure various segments of “safety”. So it was reported that 

there was a large fuel leak and Ontario’s Environment Ministry came out to ensure that 

the spill was taken care of before there was any environmental damage. 

However, the fact that a vehicle had penetrated though the “steel box-beam barrier” was 

essentially dismissed as irrelevant. Certainly there was no questioning that there was 

anything wrong with the occurrence. News media typically gather very little factual and 

useful information from police in these circumstances and the public remains in the 

dark. Given the lack of such evidence here is our interpretation. 



Prior to the collision it was noted that the tractor-trailer driver was attempting to slow 

down for traffic ahead therefore we must believe that, upon impact with the Cube Truck 

it was not travelling at its full, highway speed. This conclusion is reasonable since, the 

reported impact sustained by the Cube Van did not result in any major injuries to that 

driver and therefore the severity of that impact can be approximated based on that 

outcome. What has not been identified, and this is a crucial point, is the speed of the 

Cube Truck when it was rear-ended. This matters because the speed of the Cube Truck, 

how much it weighs, and the angle at which it approached the impact with the box beam 

barrier, are all important factors in evaluating if the performance of the barrier was sub-

standard. Additionally, in wintertime, other factors might exist, such as hard-backed 

snow banks that are sometimes created against such a barrier and provide a perfect 

ramp for vehicles to vault over the barrier. But that fact is never discussed. 

As noted from the news media articles, police are already focusing on the driver as being 

the principal culprit in this tragedy. Yet, it is surprising how little knowledge official 

investigators have about human behavior and when it deviates from the normal. An 

important point that is frequently missed is that there are no perfect drivers and 

therefore we must ask where a driver’s actions fit in the range of a normal, average 

driver. As an analogy, we would find it ridiculous to blame a runner for failing to run the 

100 metres as fast as the Olympic “Bolt”. But this is precisely what we do on a regular 

basis in the evaluation of a driver’s actions. In order to evaluate a case properly 

investigators, and the courts, must develop an understanding of what is normal or 

average, not what can be achieved by a super-human in ideal circumstances. 

Unfortunately the knowledge and training required to make these evaluations in rarely 

possessed as a case progresses into an eventual conviction. 

When a vehicle penetrates through a median barrier there is a possibility that the 

barrier was substandard and that, had it been in an acceptable condition the life of a 

driver on the other side of the barrier might have been saved. The possibility exists that 

someone, or some agency, who was responsible for the condition of that barrier was at 

fault for allowing a substandard condition to exist. If that occurred, why is it acceptable 

that this person or agency should escape prosecution for making this deadly decision? 

As an analogy, wheels of tractor-trailers have been known to separate and pass through 

a barrier resulting in fatalities. Special laws have been enacted in Ontario to hold those 

responsible for this to be held accountable. What is the difference between allowing such 



a truck wheel to pass through a median and allowing a full vehicle to pass through it? 

Both will cause deadly consequences. So what is the special difference? Sarcastically, is 

it because the wheel is made of a special kind of metal? Is it because the two have 

different colours? Is this not nonsense? Yet, if it had been a truck wheel that killed 

Karron Derbyshire there would have been a media and public outcry about these killer 

truckers. Where is the common sense and reasoning? 

The highways of Ontario are generally safe and properly maintained by a diligent army 

of professionals. We understand and know that. However we do not find it acceptable 

when, on many occasions, the failure to maintain a road to a acceptable safe standard is 

hidden from the public. 

March 6, 2014 

Rough Roads, Increasing Speed and Change in Test Vehicle Motion – 

Additional Data 

Our analysis of data relating to our testing on a rough road in London, Ontario 

(discussed in the article noted below of the same date) has been completed in a shorter 

time than we expected therefore we have uploaded a second article to the Articles 

webpage of this site discussing the new data and comparing it to the data mentioned in 

the previous article. 

The results from this additional data confirms and supports the initial results that, as 

our test vehicle’s speed was increased on the rough road its longitudinal motion was 

reduced while its lateral motion was increased. This finding is interesting and will be 

monitoring it as we conduct future testing to see if the trend continues. 

Rough Roads, Increasing Speed and Change in Test Vehicle Motion 

What happens when a vehicle is driven at increasing speed over a road surface that is in 

poor condition? Knowing the answer to this question might help to resolve many issues 

of the public’s safety as well as providing better guidance to those who must maintain 

roads and those in the justice system who must make decisions about a driver’s level of 

negligence or liability for a motor vehicle collision. Gorski Consulting has conducted 



testing to provide some guidance on this issue and this can be reviewed in a new article 

uploaded to the Articles page of this website. 

 

Lateral motion (blue line) seems to increase while longitudinal motion (red line) seems 
to remain the same, or even reduces, when the speed of a vehicle is increased ( 40 to 90 

km/h) while travelling over a very rough road surface. 

 

March 4, 2014 

Further Differentiation Between Good and Bad Road Surface 

Characteristics From Vehicle Testing 

Gorski Consulting continues to report on the field testing we are conducting to 

differentiate between “good” and “bad” roads. Readers can note that we have uploaded 

several articles in the last month that describe our procedures and the results. A new 

article has now been uploaded to the Articles webpage of this site which provides the 

results from twelve additional sites. In addition, our testing coincided with a serious, 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/Mar-3-14-Changing-Motion-W-Increasing-Speed.jpg


roll-over, motor vehicle accident that occurred less than 24 hours prior to our testing 

near the site and we discuss this implication. 
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